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NIXON ON MORATORIJM 
By BILL SIEVERT 
Cbllege SeJYice 
WASHINGTON--(CPS)--In one of his rare displays of emotion, 
President Nixon showed a combination of determination and fear in 
his response to a reporter's question at his latest news conference 
about the plans for massive anti-war protests this faJI. 
"I have often said that there's the troops home now." 
really very little we can do with The difference this year is the 
regard to running the university support the anti-war movement 
and college campuses of this I is getting from the populace. 
country. We have enough pro-1 With the number increasing ra-
ble~s running t.1e nation, the pidly, 500 student body presi-
nattonaJ problems. Now I under- d d a·t h · d 
stand that there has been and thentsallan" ethi ors atve. Signe 
continues to be opposition to 
the war i Vietnam on the cam-
puses and also in the nation. As 
far as this kind of activity is con-
cerned, we expect it. 
"However," the President said, 
"under no circumstances will I 
be affected whatsoever by it." 
Nixon's detennined sentiments 
are similar to the position Lyn-
don Johnson took during the 
anti-war action of 1966 and 
1967. Came 1968 and Johnson 
was affected. Richard ixon 
realizes this and is trying very 
hard to minimize the effects of 
the anti-war movement as it re-
builds itself thi fall. 
The build-up appears to be 
mostly in numbers, rather than 
in new tactics. The Vietnam 
Moratorium Committee is rely-
ing on the same tactic -class 
boycotts, teach-ins, rallie --
which dominated the anti-war 
movement of the Johnson years. 
The New Mobilization Commit-
tee (to End the War in Vietnam) 
likewise is still relying on mas-
sive rallies and marches to con-
vince the government to "bring 
e c 1or e mora onum on 
classes Oct. 15. Organizers now 
• expect one million students to 
participate. 
Organizational meetings at sev-
eral campuses such as Syracuse 
University have drawn more 
than 1,000 students. A haJf-
day petition campaign in sup-
port of the moratorium at 
George Washington University 
brought more than 1,000 signa-
tu res. 
Even administrations are · 
getting into the act. Rutgers 
University s administration has 
announced the university will 
officially ob erve the morator-
ium. At other universities ad-
ministrations have reminded fa-
culty members they may call off 
classes for the 15th and cau-
tioned them against scheduling 
exams that day. 
Small schools particularly 
seem to be getting into the 
spirit. The Colorado School of 
Mines, for example, has voted t0 
boycott classes and canvass the 
community. 
Jt will be particularly difficult 
cont'd on page 9 
.. AC l IO I P IOJ l C l S 
u·a11· MOMlllUM 
Preparations for a major step 
towards CSU's involvement in 
the affairs of the Fort Collins 
community is still gaining mo-
mentum. Dennis Beckel, ASCSU 
Vice President for Community 
Affairs stated that over 100 mem-
bers of the faculty and student 
body had expre ed a de ire to 
volunteer their time and efforts 
to ASCSU's Action Programs for 
the Disadvantaged. 
The new project will operate 
under a self-help concept and 
cone en tratc on alleviating and 
eliminating the cau es of pov-
erty in the Andersonville, Buck-
ingham, and Spanish Village 
areas of Fort Collins. According 
to Beckel, the major goals of 
Action Programs for the Dis-
advantaged is to act as a "clear-
ing-house for univer ity re. our-
ces'' and to coordinate the uni-
versity efforts with the already 
initiated community projects. 
Last summer's youth recreation-
al camp will be continued on an 
evenings and weekends basis. 
One of the goals of the Action 
Programs is to "discover the 
need of the communities and 
develop needed programs later." 
Beckel also commented that the 
success of the project "can apply 
political pressure on the city of 
Fort Collins for them to take a 
hand in alleviating poverty con-
ditions.'' 
Action Programs for the Dis-
advantaged is still in need of 
energetic volunteers. For fur-
ther information, contact Dennis 
Beckel at the ASCSU office 
complex in the Student Center. 
A DECLARATION OF 
RJGHTS AND FREE-
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I A'.fEi, lCA SOLDIERS HOLDI G COMRADE KILL DIN VIET NAM ACTIO LA3T WEEK. courtesy LN S 
GRE EN 
BER E T 
STO RY 
In mid-June, near Nha Treng, 
Viet Nam, eight members of the 
U. S. Special Forces troops, the 
Green Berets, reportedly shot 
and killed a South Vietnamese 
· suspected of being a double 
agent. Since the Green Berets 
work with the CentraJ Intel-
ligence Agency (CIA) and han-
dle all spying operatirns and 
agents in Viet ·am, there was 
nothing unusual about the kil-
ling of a suspected double agent. 
In August, however, the U. S. 
Army accused the eight of the 
murder and conspiracy to com-
mit the murder of Thai Khac 
Chuyen, a citizen of South Viet-
nam and the suspected double 
agent. Allegedly the eight Green 
Berets, including their comman-
der at that time , Colonel Robert 
R!1eault, murdered Chuycn as 
ordered by a higher authority. 
The body of Chuyen has not 
been found and reportedly Chu-
yen was executed after the 
order had been rescinded. It has 
not been made public if the 
first or econd order existed and 
the public does not know if the 
eight accus ·d rec ived the se-
cond order before execut:ng 
Chuyen. 
According to George Winfred 
Gregory, attorney for t 1e eight 
A SCSU D EFI C I T T 0 D A TE 
The ASCSU deficit contro-
versy, which proved to be a ma-
jor facet in fall elections, is 
settled, according to Bruce 
Randall, ASCSU President. 
Randall stated that, "We had 
financial problems, but they 
were exaggerated during elec-
tions. Present critics arc beat-
accused, last year approximately 
160 uspected double agents 
were ·•Terminated with extr:me 
prejudice", killed as orders simi-
lar to ones allegedly received by 
the eight Green Berets state. 
Why did the Army arrest these 
particular eight alleged execu-
tioners and charge them with 
murder and cor1spiracy? lore 
puzzling, why did the Army 
drop the charges against the 
eight? There are no conclusive 
answers to these question., a .. 
the Anny has refused to make 
comment of the i;ase and has 
given no information to the 
press about it. 
Perhap the rumored friend-
ship between Chuyen and South 
Vi.!tnamese President Thieu cau-
oont'd on page 6 
ing a dead horse since the pro-
blems have been solved by bud-
get reallocations and new inter-
nal controls." 
Bruce Russell, ASCSU Trea-
surer, told TRANSITION that 
the budget problem started in 
spring quarter when expendi-
tures exceeded income. Russell 
explained, '"The reason for this 
was that the balance was incor-
rect as to the remaining a· 
mounts of revenue, becau c 
the expenditures were not com-
pletely posted. The result was 
an overestimate of the remain-
ing revenue. To alleviate this 
problem in the future, a thor-
ough revising of the system of 
communications between the 
University Business Offtcs, Wes 
Davis' Office, and the ASCSU 
Office has been completed." 
Rus ell also commented that 
new payroll and travel proce-
dures will sooll be in effect for 
·•better documentation jn these 
areas." Russell emphasized 
that anyone wishing to discuss 
the new ASCSU budget i urg-
ed to come and see him at the 
ASCSU office complex. 
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THE 
PR :DE.NT: 
Student Power at the Crossroads 
Student power has arrived. Even as the "Establishment" ponderously reacts against 
student unrest, even as the lawmakers try to legislate activism out of existence, student 
movements are being heard in the universities: Students are beginning to influence ed-
ucation,to have the chance to change dreams into hard reality. Student power has 
won the initial battle. 
Its victory may be short-lived. The power is there. Now we must use it- for what? 
I see three alternatives. First, we may prove incapable of exercising po~er, period. 
It could be that ~tudents can't ?rganiz_e people ~nd resources into useful long-term 
programs, or can t help synthesize a different krnd of education out of those isolated 
programs. Maybe students are only good for piece-meal changes, or worse, only for 
fuzzy rhetoric. 
Second, students may be content to become part of the old power structure and a-
dopt the old ideas and the old rhetoric. Maybe students are competent Establishmen-
tarians. Like little children in a buggy, they may be afraid to change the direction 
once Daddy hands them part of the ~eins. . .,. 
Third, ·students may be competent and different. They could build .a new kind of 
4niver~ity- where students are actively inyolved_ in their own individual learning experi 
ences- not just passively soaking in somebody else's. Where the university can crit-
icize, change, and lead society- not follow it, on the end of a string, to hell: 
I believe that most students as citizens or power-users are either incompetent, un-
original, selfish, or short-sighted. They cannot handle power creatively, or will not. 
They are only somewhat better at using power destructively. 
I 
A few can and will work to create a better university and society. I only hope they 
can get together and succeed- despite the majority. 
editorial VIETNAM 
Today a moratorium on the Viet Nam war will be 
held on essentially every campus throughout the U.S. 
Similar moratoriums will also be sponsored by city 
and state governments, high schools, and various 
industrial and business firms across the U.S. 
Whether you are a war "hawk" or a "peace dove", 
on this day even if you fail to participate in the 
various moratorium activities offered on this campus, 
think on these few facts ............ .. 
1- American lives are lost in Viet Nam every day. 
2- Vietnamese lives are lost every day in Viet Nam as 
a result of war. 
3- Millions of U.S. dollars are needed each day to carry 
out this war. 
4- Hundreds of acres of Viet Nam farmland are destroy-
ed in both the North and South every week. 
5- Starvation and Disease have reached an all time high 
in Viet Nam since U.S. intervention began. 
There is a war out there .......... and these things arc to. 
LEtJ'J'ERS 
Escuchame 
H~ar me out people_, especi~ Are you in favor of burned 
ally if you are of Spamsh, Mexz- down colleges? 
can decent. What do you think Or, arc you in favor of getting 
of the Vietnam War? Are you an education? 
satisfied with no settlement? 
Are any of your relatives fight-
ing there? Is it right for them to Are you in _favor of daily riots? 
die in a hopeless and endless Or, are you rn favor of a peace-
. ful environment? struggle? A re you sure we are · 
,--------------------------------------1 right in being there? 
As I See it: The Politics of Insanity Coloring Book by Mark Gaffney 
When abbie ~ffma_n, jerry rubin and the boys got. their shit together a couple of years ago they 
started ~ometlun~ which has now render~d old style party politics totally obsolete in this. the era 
-~f fre~ mfonnat~on: Here I shall flaunt Its first axiom by naming it: let us call it the politics of 
msamty. Spell rt simply YIP (Youth International Party to you persevering students- and get it 
right, you.l/ be quizzed on it later). 
The whole schmultz started to jell before the chicago democratic convention la t election, though 
the format had already been pretty much worked out in the sweaty streets of the lower east side. 
Ozicago 1968: the year of the pig ...... color it pink. 
The last year has been quite a learnin~ experience: no~ we have moved beyond the pix. This is 
1969: the year of the naked ape. We have discovered. and somehow it seems tncredible, that the 
global village is more relevant than Marx. Leary was aware of this in his interesting race for the 
gubernatorial slot last year. His idea was to make party politics just that ... a party. One long par-
ty. But the prize ( one deflated pigskin) must nevertheless go to Hoffman and Rubin for their su-
perb rendering of the absurd condition of the western civilization as reflected by its politics, right 
and left. 
Through the politics of insanity we have discovered who our real enemies are. Playing VC in 
street theatre has given the whole movement disorganization an esprit that even the marines 
can't match. Solidarity with the yeller fellers is as strong as ever. The real enemy hides out in the 
citadel of reason; to expose and destroy him we no longer need ideology, which is now i"elevant. 
(actually, to be more precise, ideology sucks, but let us not quibble). 
Our real enemies, we have discovered since chicago, are not the cops. The cops are merely the 
claws of the monster. No, the real pigs are the bureaucrats, the program-oriellted slobs who want 
everything in its proper place. They 're the madmen. They have devised an endless allay of neat 
schemes for keeping everything on time and on· schedule. They are turning our world into one 
grand fu_neral parlor; they have stopped being born and are busy dying. Let us cull theTJZ the mad ' 
boxers. They will try to put our lives into crates and coffins. They are the enemy . • 
The mad boxers have taken over student govemement at csu. They go by respectable names like 
Bruce Randall. Sounds hannless, doesn. t it?? Look again. Randall has even begun to look like a 
fucking box. Randall is a future president of Dow Chemical, General Motors etc etc. 
But bac1< to the arena. Politics has turned LIVE NOW IN COLOR.! Woodstock still has the liber-
als reeJinJ; because they don't know what happened there. Woodstock was pure information. Un: _ 
interpretable. Beautifvl politics ... keep them guessing. Woodstock was the most subversive demon-
stration of people power of the year ... of the century. Ginsberg called it a major planetary event. 
The birth of the Woodstock Nation. the death of the American dinosaur. And beautiful because 
the promotors actually lost money. All that love turned out to be for free!! 
So the new politics, born under the mushroom cloud, in fact BRED on mushrooms, has intro-
duced a little YIP into the old committment. Let us call it 'people spontaneity' and color it Mc-
Luhan hot. YIP was a myth created by the media, but the indefatigable spirit of YIP lives on. 
Politics can be fun! Conspiracy is a gas! 
The old struggle is a cop-out on life, considering the paradoxical situation of us as 'practical' 
revolutionaries. The new politics makes the best of an impossible contradictory position, 
namely, sitting on one's ass as the world spins on toward dialectical oblivion. Why even try to 
play sane? We are all freaks ... admit it ... imbeciles and playthings. If we cannot triumph over 
ou~ own absurdity, let us do the ,:ext best thing: revel in it. Mix it up, keep it movinx, keeD it 
interesting. And style. Always style. Style above eve,thing else. Remember, anything can hap-
pen. Just give it half a chance. Forget definition and screw ideology. 
,We are tire A mericong: color us red. 
Reluctance to define ourselves gives us glorious freedom in which to mess with the system. 
This makes us social dynamite and forms our great strength. What is our strategy? Dancing 
in the streets .. .immediate discharge and orgasmic revolution. Piss on the boxes. A VC in 
your soup! 
Keep in mind the stakes, though they cannot really be posited. Chairman Rubin said it 
best. "We cannot be co-opted because we want everything ... " 
The Chicano is a great fighter Are you in tavor of closing the 
and soldier and his bravery in college? 
protecting this country is proud- . 
ly shown. No fewer than twenty Or, ~re y~u m favor of an aca-
. dcm1c environment? Clucanos have received the Me-
dal of Honor in previous con-
flicts and wars. And, now in 
Vietnam, more of our brothers If you arc in favor of continuin 
haJ1e received this distinguished your right to obtain a peaceful 
r: education-honor although the exact 1 1gure 
is not out. All this is great but 
why are 25% of the fighting men 
Chicano? Why is the killed and End the war. 
wounded ratio higher when com-
pared to others? Is it fair? What by Lawrence Chacon 
about the draftees? Are the 
Mexican Americans being treat-
es equally? Don't wait until 
death or ill news hits your fami-
ly. Voice your opposition to 
the war. Support the Vietnam 
War Moratorium by marching or 
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DEC LA RAT ION 
OF RIGHTS 
The "Declaration of Rights October 29th. If it gains the sup-
and Freedoms of Students" was : port of the students it will then 
drafted Spring Quarter last year go to faculty council and to the 
by a committee set up by the State Board for adoption as uni-
ASCSU legislature. The docu- versity policy. lt will also be ad-
ment will be voted on by the ded to the ASCSU Constitution 
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any letters to · .the 




letters to · be signed 
by their authors, an 
.authors names wili not be witheld for any 
reason. 
TRANSITION yks that 
letters be submitted 
by Wednesday . no 
prior ~o that. weeks 
issue. Letters ·may b 
mailed . to TRANSITIO 
c/o.ASCSU or submit 
ted in person to th 
TRANSITION office i 
he ASCSU · office c 
-
As to why I am a member of the teachers Jnion, 
the query that ~omes naturally to my mind is, 
Why should I not be? Why should not every other 
teacher be?. . 
I have found that the spirit of courage, of 
straightforwardnesS-j .·of energy, of practical ideal-
ism, a sense of justice for all who are in any way 
wronged or in danger of being wronged .•. is the 
animating spirit of the union; and I have been 
proud, if for no other reason, to be a member of 
the union, so as to be associated with the men · 
and women who are conducting its affairs: '_ . 
Why does one belong. to a teachers organizati.on 
of this type instead of simply to the other type?~ •• 
There is need for a war.king, aggressive organiza-
tion that represents all of the interests that teach-
ers have in common. and which, in representing 
them, represents also the protection of the chil-
dren and the youth in the schools ·against all of 
the outside interests, economic and p~litical and 
others, that wo,uld exploit the schools for their 
own ends, and in doing so' reduce the teaching 
body to a condition o-f intellectual vassalage. 
If the teachers1 today, especially in our larger 
centers, are not in the position of intellectual 
serfs, it is due more, I am confident, to ·the ener-
getic and aggressive activity of the teachers unions 
than to any other cause •.•• 
-JOHN DEWEY 
Member -No. 1, AFT 
i( 
i( 
i( -i( f ?rganizational meeting ! 
i< m room 207-209 student center 1( 




i volunteers please i 
please volunteera 
i( volunteers please i( 
i' please volunteers • 
i' now please • 
-i( please now iC 
volunteers • 
i( 







i' for information call dennis, 491-5038 
f ~tr,":1 :**-1:rt:(****~****~***;:. 






Needs Volunteers For ... 
Recreation in 
Elderly Folks Home 
Sign up at ASCSU office 
MEETING THURSDAY NIGHT 7:00 AT PREE U 
for information, call dennis at 491-5038 
- ---- - - --
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Coast anti-stUdent 
·underground forming 
Y AF convention splits; 
liberal challenge fails 
condemning the "North African LOS ANGELES - There is a left wing militant rioters ~nd by Norm Pressman 
College Press Service 
Over one thousand members of 
the right wing Young Americans 
for Freedom crowded St. Louis' 
exclusive Stouff ers' Riverfront 
Inn in their attempt to coordinate 
anti-new left activities for the 
coming year. . . 
But things weren't as quiet m 
last month's convention as they 
were in previous conventions. The 
new libertarian and anarchist 
caucuses tried to take over the 
reins from the tightly-knit 
traditional leadership. 
YAF's liberals, however, found· 
themselves in the same positi9n 
that McCarthy supporters were in 
at the 1968 Democratic National 
Convention. They were locked 
out of delegate positions and in 
many cases kicked off to the side 
in alternative or "non-voting" 
member statuses. 
Many delegations were purged 
of liberal members. National 
Secretary Michael Thompson was 
accused of packing his own home 
state delegation. A leading 
Missouri Y AF er said that he and 
other libertarian members had 
been systematically eliminated 
even though they had sent in 
checks in advance. Thompson 
denied the charge and said that he 
filled delegate spots in the order 
in which they had filled out 
applications. 
The biggest fight came in the 
Pennsylvania delegation, where 
the national organii.ation had 
removed the state chairman and 
replaced him with J .A. Parker, an · 
insurance broker from 
Philadelphia. Parker is listed as an 
approved speaker in the Y AF 
speakers bureau handbook. He , 
was the · only Afro-American at 
the convention. 
Liberals accused the national 
office of purging the state 
chairman because of his 
anti-national office feelings. 
The liberal caucus, which had 
up to a 40 percent vote on one 
amendment, was ronstantly 
charged with being alien to the 
Sharon Statement or constitution 
of Y AF. Shouts of "purge, 
purge," rang from the convention 
floor and at committee hearings 
when liberals spoke. Reactionary 
cartoonist Al Capp advised YAF 
to get rid of the "outsiders." And 
Y AF had a real problem on its 
hands as some of the liberal 
platform had little to do with the 
previous Y AF policies. 
Liberals outdid traditional 
members with a resolution that 
not only called for an immediate 
end to the draft, but called on 
YAF national board members to 
"publicly oppose conscription or 
leave the board." It supported 
direct actio11 "such as draft 
counselling and individually 
resisting the draft." 
The traditionals supported, and 
the convention passed, a watered 
down resolution supporting a 
Barry Goldwater bill eliminating 
conscription, but only in 
peacetime. 
The liberal view varied but most 
of the roughly 250 liberals seemed 
to support immediate troop 
withdrawal from Vietnam, 
liberalizing abortion laws and all 
imilar issues that a modern day 
McCarthy-type liberal would • 
upport. 
Some of the traditionals were 
ju t as right ·wing as the 
libertarians were liberal. One 
booth in the display area 
imported Thompson Seedless 
Green Grapes from California and 
handed out .. Eat Grapes the 
Forbidden Fruit" b~mper 
sticker . The same booth handed 
out Rona]d Reapn prorootional. 
material. 
Another group supposedly 
ponsored by the "Students for 
Victory in Vietnam Committee" 
handed out modified peace 
symbols that looked like B-52 
bombs with the words "Drop It" 
on them The committee is 
housed in the same small offices 
as Missouri Y AF. One girl handing 
out literature denied that the 
committee was simply a front for 
the political beliefs of Y AF -state 
chairman Thompson. "All they do 
is pay the rent," she said. 
There was no shortage of good 
old-fashioned red baiters. The 
National Education Project played 
tapes of Eldridge Cleaver's 
speeches to Black Panthers and 
handed out material on the 
international Communist 
conspiracy. One movie prorootion 
poster read, "See the Communists 
on campus." 
Despite all the talking on the 
subject of legal action, no 
concrete plan on action was 
announced. YAF did, in a 
re solution, warn college 
administrators that unle s "they 
provide protection for enrolled 
students and qualified recruiters 
that Y AF will henceforth provide 
that protection." There was not 
any clear indication as to how far 
that "protection" ~ght go, but 
many extreme right wingers 
·seemed to be promising to 
physically stop campus 
demonstrators from entering 
designated areas on the campus. 
YAF is almost 100 per cent 
white with few Catholics or Jews. 
It passed a resolution supporting 
the apartheid and white control of 
the governments of the Union of 
South Africa and Rhodesia, while 
Socialist states." new _"undergi:ound" on the cam- demonstrators." 
. '.P0 se~ ~s fall. . _, One of the campus organizers 
Y ~F put a one-~ear d_eadhne on " It 1s m process _of settin~ is identified as "formerly a Black 
end1~g the wa~ m Vietnam. It Pro-Chri~tian, An~~-Com~unist Panther" who now "goes into 
wasn t the kind of deadline outh Action groups.. areas where others dare not go " 
liberals push for, 1'"'wever. The This is the boast of Glendale's . . . I" 
resolution called for major W. Steuart McBirnie, veteran , H McBtrme ca~ be ~beved, 
escalations in the conflict,. ultra rightist propagandist whose ~ove~ent_agenc~es are involved 
including tan_ ~vasion ~f the. "Voice of Americanism" is spon- m tlli~ rightist proJect all the way 
North, "clos~g of Ha1pho~g soring the campus project. Its to their eyeballs. . 
Harbor, bomb mg of Commum~t acronym is SA VE and that, Mc- "There is much I cannot'tell you 
stronghol~s in Laos and ~mbodaa Birnie tells bis supporters, stands 
1
1est the work of. our roung people 
and flood mg the R~d River vall~y for "~tudents Against Violence I be endangered by _publicity." 
through destruction of . its in Education." said McBirnie in bis typical scare 
irrigation system. Iri what has all of the earmarks 'em to death style. "I can tell you 
of a typical right wing pitch for that these young men are working 
Unlike most student funds, with its attendant scare very closely with law enforce-
conventions, adults and parents techJl!que, the right wing broad- ment and anti~subversive agencies 
were very much in the pi~ture. caster boasts that "these brave of_ourGovernment!" 
Many state advisors from member and dedicated young men are cur- "Recently in my office at the 
committees and faculty members rently going ·from campus to Training Center," he said, "we 
accompanied their delegations. ca~pus .... enlisting other young bad a most important planning 
Secretary Thompson's father people." - - conference with many of these 
followed him around the And what are these "outside! Government people and our 
convention floor of the hotel agitators" doing on the cam- SA VE leaders. Tb-e meeting was 
offering him advice. puses? In the name of opposing in secret, of ~ourse. As a result 
'"violence in education" they are we are going into the campus 
"rallying and training these young situation with all force and ''of-
The local press, particularly the people to actively confront the l ficial t,lessing."· 
right wing St. 
Globe-Democrat gave the I • 
"responsible students" a warm. f Q R _ 
welcome. But some Stouffers' · 
hotel officials weren't quite so I lNI[ • 
happy. Many of the Y AFers could • 1 
not affor_d the _steep h~tell BO O~WOR 1V,I 
accomodat10ns and illegally piled • . ---- ir-
into rooms without registering. In I Q N L Y 
a number of cases the swank hotel · 
next to. the "great" stainless steel I 
Arch had twice the lawful number•******** 




******* ********~ • JOIN ™E STUDENT 
LIBRARY ADVISORY 
COUNCIL AND TAKE 
-f • ,._ 
---
Most of the anti-war sentiment Whatever the President's reac- -
in America is focused on college tion, though, the protests of 
campuses but "Moratorium Day'' October 15th were not by the -
activities opened the way for the youth alone. Many parents took 
"silent majority" to voice oppo- the opportunity to speak out a- --i 
sition to U.S. involvement in long side governor and enators, ! 
Vietnam. and mayors and councilmen, who 
Rallying early support for the endorsed the prayers for peace ! 
massive nationwide anti-war pro• on Moratorium Day. 
test, October 15, was the task ofifE· -~.,~~~~:,.~::~v:'~ _ 
several organizations including 
~ealthy lib~~als: politicians, reli- ~: --~ :: : : \ ·< ~:"" ::. -:_-;:-"": :-. -
gious and civil-nghts groups. _, . ·:.-..c. ·..:..- ·- -. : _-
In Colorado, ministers trudged = .:~; ::." .-,-_· : ·: - -c·- · · -
through slush and snow and brav- ~~;~.: · -:. · ... : ·-~ _.. 
AN ACTIVE PART 
\AORKING - Wln-t THE 
CSU LIBRARY 
STAFF DEVELCJ>I NG 
COl\5TRUCTIVE CHANGE 
TO LIBRARY POLICIES, 
THE LIBRARY FINE 
SYSTEM AND MANY 
OTHER DECISION AFFECTING 
a;u snJDENTS . 
APPLICA Tl~ IN A5CSU OFFICE 
COIPLEX 
ed 14 degree temperatures to .•~:-;-~- -- ·.:.:: : ... -,~ . - ~: -
distribute some 2so,ooo leaflets t-~·- -:;~~:·:.:.~ ;_ .. : ;'a·· • 
to mobiHze both town and gown · --.- •·.- ··: • •·. · ·: . -, - · 
support for the moratorium. -~~~_';'::,.:-,":/?~-~./ 
Pamphlets told of the atroci- :.,:.,~ :.; -;;··,:. ::,; ; .-:.__ ·:..- .• •:- .• >=; :· 
ties of war and publicized other .j ;:_:~_;; -:~ ... .: .':~7·: 
moratorium activities including . :;-:..:_·~·,··=:~·: :
teach-ins, class boycotts, and ·:·· ... ~: ~.,. ,. . · · · ·· 
mass rallies. : ·• -~ 
Despite being occassionally re- - · 
buffed, general reaction to the · · 
canvassing seemed to lie with 
those favoring protest as recent 
national surveys had shown. 
- - -C ~ -... __ ..,_ . .._. 
Students at campuses across . . : ~-- · _· · · - • . . . . 
the nation were joining in similar · · ·· · · 
organizational actions. In fact, 
one high-ranking politician noted 
that it was the largest single ef-
fort against the war since stu-
dents marched door-to-door to 
gain support for the presidential 
campaign of Senator Eugene Mc• 
Carthy in 1968. 
Few of those participating ex-
pected President Nixon to make 
any extreme change in his pre-
sent course of action. What they 
are hoping for, however, is that 
Nixon will move faster than the 
pace he has already set. 
LIONEL ROGG 
organist 
JWO PERFQRMANCES: 4 and 8 pm 







by Allen Hertzke 
Edwards Hall Rep 
---------
REPRESENTATIVE REPORT will appear weekly in TRANSITION. 
Each week a different representative will be asked to write for this 
column. 
For the past year I have served on the ASCSU legisla-
ture as the representative from Edwards Hall. I saw dur-
ing that year the adverse effects of the lack of communi-
cation at CSU and the general apathy, with some excep-
tions, of the student body. In the elections held on 
Wednesday I was reelected at Edwards and I wish to 
outline some of my ideas and proposals for the coming 
year with respect to these and other problems. 
Fir t, in the area of communications I found that 
~ven such simple things as an ASCSU bulletin board and 
ASCSU reports at hall council meetings were very bene-
ficial. The most significant development, however, was 
the establishment of an ASCSU dorm office. Begun as a 
experiment at Edwards last year the office provided 
residents with a means of relaying their feelings about 
ASCSU to me. This year I wish to extend the invitation 
to residents and non-residents of Edwards to see me 
(the office is located in the basement of Edwards and 
I'm usually in the office from about 7-12 p.m. and at 
various times during the day) to express your comp-
laints, suggestions, or questions about ASCSU. With 
these means of communications I hope to increase 
the involvement of more students in the ASCSU gov-
ernment and help lower the cronic apathy at CSU. 
Increased involvement by individual students is al-
so the key to making ASCSU a more viable and 
representitive government. 
Another important development which I hope to 
extend this year is the organization of Free Univer-
sity classes in the dorm. Presently Edwards has a 
Photography for Amateurs class and will have a 
Black History and Culture course. These classes 
are open to all students. 
With regard to the legislature I am presently working 
on bills concerning additional funds for certain clubs, 
legislature reorganization, and the initiation of a letter 
campaign on -8 to the Colorado State Legislature; 
Finally, I believe that high priorities must be set in 
areas of crucial importance. The two most impor-
tant areas in my mind are minority problems and 
educational change. Programs such as Project Go 
and Ethnic studies should be extended and the en-
tire area of education should be reevaluated. I would 
especially like to meet with anyone interested in these 
programs for ideas on specific proposals. It is my 
hope that the ASCSU legislature will move with direc-
tion in these vital areas during the year to come. 
If you have any questions please call me at 491-3812 
or leave a message at the Edwards Hall desk. 
ele ction 
Thirty ASCSU repre enta-
tives were chosen last Wednes-
day when less than 24% of the 
eligable Colorado State Univer-
sity students cast their ballots. 
Students at large voted 2,721 
strong while living unit voters 
showed a turnout of 965. The 
Concerned Students United 
party gained a substantial vot· 
er endorsement, winning 18 of 
the 33 vacancies. The United 
Action Party won 7 seats and 
5 independent candidates were 
also elected. No candidates 
from the Student Coalition Par· 
ty were elected. 
res n I ts 
Three positions are still open, 
according to Sonja Lenon, AS-
CSU Secretary. Final balloting 
will take place today for 
Greene Hall, Allison Hall, and 
Greek District Two. Miss Len-
on explained that voting in 
Greek District Two has been 
,.;:mtested ( candidates are 
Maurice Gillming of SCP and 
Rich Ulery of UAP). She also 
stated that no candidates were 
available at Greene Hall be-
cause "the dorm just opened 
up this year and was busy or-
ganizing dorm government." 
No voting took place last Wed-
nesday at Allison Hall. 
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THESE PEOPLE IF YOU HAVE COMMENTS QUESTIONS I I 
OR REQUESTS REGARDING ASCSU PROGRAMS : 
PRE IDEl TT: Bruce Randall 
C DE~IIC VICE PRE IDE 1.TT: Ron i\lartin 
V IVER ITY ICE PRE IDEl T: Dennis Deckel 
L TERCOLLEGI TE l 1D 
CO I I ITY ICE PRE IDE TT: Jim Starr 
TRE RER: Bruce Ru sell 
ECRETARY: onja Lenon 
FREE . : John Peer 
ACADE lIC SER VICE : Jim Pence 
PROFE ORE L . TIO : Pat Clisham 
: Connie TenEyck 
ELECTI01. : Larry Donner 
call 482-5135 or 491-6473 
write ascsu, student center, fort collins, colorado 
or come by and talk to us 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
: POSITIONS NOW OPEN FOR : • • 
: EDUCATIONAL : • • . -• • • lVIEDIA • • • • • • • • C OUNCIL • • • • • • • • • • • • FUNCTIONS • • • • planmng, advising, coor~ation, utilization, • 
• , ~roduction, acquisition, distribu~~I!, an4 • 
• evaluation of educational mewa and audio- • 
• visual communications • • • • • • • 
: attam applicabons m ascsu complex : 
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
u 
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B E R E T S TO RY l")nt'd from page 1 C, l h 
sed the U. S. Commander in Green Berets and their South WI C _ 
Viet Nam, General Creighton Vietnamese counterparts." • p owe 
Abrams, to take a personal in- (Newsweek; August 25, 1969) t] r 
terest in the murder case. Or It is doubtful that with such ., · 
General Abrams may have been strained personal relationships " J 1 · · over and began to sh.it all over · · · r · hi ff n'. . . C. II. , otherwise sincere m m1ormmg ·s sta between Green Berets and South nature and human li'"e. known a the Women's Jnterna- 11 
that the eight accused Green Vietnamese a mistake such as A witch lives and laughs i·n 
B b d th d f tional Terrorist Conspiracy erets were to e prosecute e mur er o Chuyen would every woman. She 1·s the free from Hell, surfaced last Hallo-because he felt that "The Spe- strain the relationship further. part of each of us, beneath the ·a1 F · Ii. H th ween. Their inaugural day began c1 orces are gomg to ave to owever, e respect and re- shy smiles, the acquiecence to 
sh h gh d f h · f h G with an Up Against the Wall ow a i er regar or uman putation o t e reen Berets absurd male domination, the 
l·r " I 1·g11 f th 100 000 h b h d h Street, all-day guer~la theatre 1Je. n I t o e , ave een arrne ere in the make-up or flesh-suffocating 
South Vietnamese war casualties U. S. and abroad by the Chuyen procession in which the witches 1 hi cast hexes on the Stock Ex- c ot ng our sick society de-
a year caused by U. S. troops case. Why the Army chose to mands. There is no "joining" 
(New York Times), General Ab- expose this case instead of ig- change, declared "You Have a 
ram's sincerity appears question- nore it as most mistakes made Fi,md at Chase Manhattan" and WITCH. If you are a woman, 
able. by intelligence operations such created genera] terror and chaos. and dare to look within yo:u-
Before charges against the as the one at Nha Treng are Ha11oween night the guerilla self, you are a witch. You make 
eight Green Berets were drop- ignored remains a mystery. Is it wit~hes flew through the Lower your own rules. You are f1.ce 
ped, eight congressmen asked possible that . General Abram East Side, zapping all-maJe bars, and beautiful. You can be invi.si-
Army Secretary, Stanly Resor, failed to be informed of the 160 girlie burlesque houses, and chic, ble or evident in how you choose 
to take over th~ case. The con- other executions of suspected uptown-touriSt infringements on I solely _maI°e-«iented, greedy, pur-
gressmen feared the accused double agents last year? Is that the community. itanical, authoritarian :· those are , 
were being made scapegoats to why he chose not to prosecute WITCH is an all-women Every- your targets. Your weapons are 
cove~ up "mistakes, mishandling, any of the men involved in thing. It's theatre, revolution, lbeatre, magic, satire, explosions, 
incompetence, and rivalries with- those executions? Or did he, as magic, terror, joy, garlic flowers, herbs, music, costumes, masks, 
in the Army and related govern- rumored, issue the order for the spells. Ifs an awareness that chantS, SlicJ-ers, stencils and 
ment agencies." At that time death of Chuyen, then later re- witches and gypsies were the ori- paint, bric!3 , brooms, guns, voo-
Secretary Resor refused the re- call the order; apparently after ginal ffUerilla and resistance fight- doo dollS, cats, candles, bells, 
quest. the execution of Chuyen. These er against oppression - particu- chalk, your own boundless beau-
Recently, former commander again are questions which only la 'y the oppression of women - tiful imagination. Your power 
, Rheault denied acquaintance the Army can answer; if and down through the ages. comes from your own self as a 
with the alleged double agent when they chose to do so. Witches have always been wo- woman, and from sharing, rap-
Chuyen and also denied that . War fails to cater to cater to me~1 who dared to be: groovy, ping, ~nd acting in concert with 
this man had been slain. Colon- established moral principles and r._ourageous, aggressive, intelli- your SJSters. You are pledged to 
el Rheault contends that since the accidental bombing or shoot- gent, non-conformist, explora- f~ee our brothers from oppres-
Chuyen's body hasn't been dis- ing of allies and even comrades tive and curious, independent, sion and stereotyped sexual 
covered, .. There is no conclusive as become legendary, and a fav- sexually liberated, and revolu- roles, as well as ourselves. 
evidence that the individual was orite Hollywood theme. Sud- tionary (this may explain why You are a witch by being fc. 
ever killed." This is the first denly, according to the scanty · nine million women have been male, untamed, angry, joyous 
and only comment on the case available evidence, men believing burned as witches). and immortal. You are a witch 
by :my Anny personnel involved. they were destroying the enemy Witches were the first friendly by saying aloud, "I am a witch" 
Later Army Secretary Resor an· are accused of murder. Will heads and dealers, the firxt birth- and thinking about that. 
Asylum score in 
Sweden hits 292 
nounced that charges were drop- American men in Viet Nam be control practotioners and abor-
ped after the CIA, for security tried for mistakes made by them- tionists, the first alchemists 
reasons, refused to let its agents elves or their commanding of- (turn dros into gold and you 
te tify. ficers are forced to prosecute devalue the whole idea of mo-
Many observers noted that the eight scapegoats? ney!) They bowed to no man, STOCKHOLM, Oct. 3 - Another 
case against the Green Berets .-----------.... being the living remnants of the 12 American soldiers and oppo-
f nents of the draft have been grant-would likely inhibit the ef ect- oldest culture of all - one in ed asylum in Sweden. the Swedish 
iveness of the Special Forces in W. I. T. C. H. Meeting which men and women were e- Immigartion Board announced 
Viet am. A former Green Thursday October 16 qual sharers in a truly coopera- Friday. 
Beret has stated, " In general Room 204 Student Center tive society, before the death- The board said the A...mericans 
the Green Berets have little re- ~****** 7:00pm ******** dealing sexual, econQlllic, and applied for asylum in protest v 11 against the war in Vietnam. 
spect for their ietnamese a ies. spiritua] repression of the "Im- A total of 292 Americans have 












and even gun battles between .,_ __________ __. since the beginning of 1968. 
. -
HOMECOMING FRIDAY,OCTOBER 17, 1969 ! --------•• -----
----
CAR CARAVAN 6:00 pm 
Jhave student center parking lot 
. -





PEP RALLY 7:00 pm -
car caravan arrives at alfalfa field 
--• -




ALL DAY CANVASS OF FORT COLLINS 
ALL DAY TEACH--IN AT THE UNIVERSITY IN THE s,:-uoENT CENTER 
12:00 DIALOG SERVICE AT THE STUDENT CENTER PLAZA 
TRANSITION wednesday october 15, 1969 7 
7:00 GENERAL RALLY WITH BAND AND SPEAKERS AT THE STUDENT CENTER 
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE 
IN ASCSU COMPLEX FOR 
THREE PO~ITIONS: 
receive and consider complaints 
concerning civil rights and 
human relations in the csu and 
fort collins community 





.. Lyndon John on will have a 
nightmare when he hears about 
this meeting;' said Tom Hayden 
to forty Americans and an equal 
number of North Vietnamese 
and members of the ational Li-
beration Front ( LF). "lie will 
have a nightmare because he has 
sent 500,000 men to your land 
to find the Vietcong." 
"We will tell him he'd better 
leave some men at home. Be-
cau e, like Spartacus, whose fel-
low slaves in Rome protected 
his hiding place by each claim-
ing to be Spartacus himself, I 
am the Vietcong. We are every-
where! We are all the Vietcong!'' 
And on that note, the first ma-
jor meetings between Americans 
and the "enemies" of their gov-
ernment ended on September 
13th, 1967 after ten days here 
of cultural shock , political pro-
grams and fraternal exchanges. 
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• The Action Line is a new Transition service. Each week we will answer 
questions sent in by readers - or tell you where to find the answers -about 
ASCSU, about the Univedty, about Transition itself. This first, sample 
column has been written by our staff; ne. t week it's all yours. Bring your 
que tions, comments or complaint· to the Transition mailbox at the ASCSU 
Service Center, Student Center. 
Que tion: Why doesn't ASCSU cut back on its salaries and staff to 
help take care of its money problems? What is this garbage? 
Answer: They have. Several salaried positions have been eliminated 
including Office Manager, Educational Innovation Director and NSA 
Coordinator, as well as some Assistantships. Their work has been 
hifted to other staffers and volunteers. Also, Cabinet officers and 
directors have had salaries cut. by 10%. 
Question: I've heard that the new Free U has got some good stuff 
going, and that they've got a building of their own -- but I can't 
find it. Where is it: 
Answer: The Free University is located in the "Old Hort" building 
on Laurel Street, across from the Bach or Rock, near the Campus 
Shop. It offers lots of free educational, cultural, and entertainment 
happenings, as well as an underground coffeesbop with -- would you 
believe -- 5 cent coffee. 
Widow -tells her story 
eret murder case • ,n 
By HUGO HILL 
SAIGON (LNS) - The Green 
Berets case dramatizes the arro-
gance with which Americans 
treat Vietnamese and the agony 
of the Vietnamese. 
On June 20, at their Nha Trang 
headquarters, the Green Berets 
murdered Thai Khac Chuyen, an 
fnterpreter, pr~sumably be~use 
they suspected him of serving 
Nortli Vietnamese intelligence. 
Whether or not Chuyen was 
actually a "double agent" may 
never be known, but his widow 
has revealed that there were 
other sources of conflict between 
him and his American employers. 
Widow's story 
Kim Lien, the widow of the 
Green Berets' victim, is a small 
tense woman. She, her two young 
children and he·r parents live in a 
modest house next to the swampy 
Saigon River. Despite her grief, 
Kim Lien is well-composed. She 
speaks with decision. In marked 
Northern tones, revealing her 
birthplace, and with just a trace 
of anger, Kim Lien told me about 
her husband. 
For about a year prior to his 
murder, Chuyen worked in Tay 
Ninh as interpreter for a Special 
Forces officer. Not content with 
professional services, the Ameri-
can boss also expected Chuyen to 
hustle girls for him. Chuyen re-
fused, despite repeated demands, 
and thus .angered his boss. 
· Sought cleaner job 
The conflict became serious 
enough so that last December, 
Chuyen quit his job and came to 
Saigon in the hope of working 
Chuyen was summoned to the Le 
Van puyet ·camp in Saigon and 
given a lie detector test. The 
Green Berets wanted to know if 
he had returned to North Viet-
nam since 1954 when he fled as a 
refugee. Chuyen swore that he 
hadn't . 
The next day he was called back 
for more _questioning. He must 
have known that he was ori his 
way to Nha Trang for intensive 
interrogation, but he didn't want 
to upset his wife; so he sent her a 
note saying that he had to "go 
away on official business for a 
few days" and telling her not to 
worry. His wife never saw him 
again. A week later he was dead. 
Chuyen might have been ' a 
double agent, or the Green Berets 
might have_ suspected him wrong-
ly of such a role. But there are 
other· possibilities. Chuyen might 
have been killed simply for being 
a proud Vietnamese, unwilling to 
lick American boots and pimp for 
his arrogant bosses. Or he might 
have learned too much about the 
Green Berets' darty operations 
to be allowed to live. 
From rich family 
His widow, however, believes 
that the Green Berets just made 
a brutal mistake. She doubts that 
the other conflicts we·re serious 
enough to warrant murder. And 
she is even more convinced that 
her husband was not a 'double 
agent'. She points out that Chuyen 
came from a wealthy property-
owning family in North Vietnam 
and that he fled to the south when 
the revolutionaries took power in 
1954. 
J}~e lrlps to C'oba 
, , Would you like to win a free 
~rip to -C~a .i:1ext . sul'I)mer? Ha-
'dio Havana, t:uba (P.b. ifox 70-
26, lla\rana: dub~) istawarcffng· 1:il 
all-expense-1iaid lrips. to-Cuba~10-
tt,e •,winnef'6 r oh·a ;: contest ·to, 
write a 500-word answ~r tq Ule 
(.question:~ What ~ij Qte-,signili-
f cance _. of th~ Cu~n J{evolutiOfl 
'to Latin Am~ic~.? ! -. : . . .. 
Closing date is March 00, l970 
,and . tt\e ·essay ~u~t ~cpm~• 
1>ani~d. by a fjjled-out blank w.ith, 
per~nal. data of Jhe .participant: 
The __ bl~nk , c~~ ~ -•. ob~ined at· 
. the above address b~ 
.mail to Cuba. uffers,isuall~ COl1'-
1siderable._, deLaY,.$, \t. is . a,JviiJbllt 
to send for the J>l.-n~1.iright :POW, 
and . r~\um it, toget~,I!: with• the-v 




A former com'inander of the 
Green Berets in Vietnam says 
the United States should with-
draw from Southeast Asia on 
grounds that military force is 
not the right means to counter 
communism there. 
"An alien army, no matter 
~ow powerful, is unable to pac-
ify a country that is to govern 
itself," Col. Alexander Lem-
beres of Reno told a service 
club. 
,~uestion: • Where can I pick up the free publications ASCSU provideE for RMK-BRJ, the American 
hke Prof EvaJuation, Merchant Discount Coupons, Draft and Birth construction complex. But the 
Kim Lien has engaged a lawyer, 
Tran Nguyen Bong, to help her 
discover the truth of her husband's 
fate. Mr. Bo·ng also believes that 
the Green Berets simply made a 
mistake, but he wants them to 
admit it and pay compensation to 
the family. Or, at the very least, 
they should confirm that her hus-
Colonel Lemberes was re-
moved after 40 days as com-
mander shortly after he was 
injured during parachute prac-
tice. Control Information, and so forth. Anything free I want. Green Berets contacted RMK-
BRJ and told them not to hire "The war is too I costly in 
lives and money," Colonel Lem-
heres said of his withdrawal 
suggestion. "We have but one 
solution in Vietnam today and 
that is to withdraw the troops 
at the earliest possible time " 
Answer: At the ASCSU Services Center. 
Question : Where in the hell is this ASCSU Services Center? 
Answer: In the Activities Center portion of the Student Center --
right near the main lobby. Ask at the main desk in the lobby if 
you don't aee it. 
Question: I need help on a legal hassle, but don't have a lawyer. 
Who can save my-handsome young bod from the clink? 
Antwer: See Kent Young, ASCSU Student Rigbta Director, for 
information about finding a lawyer, printed material on your leaal 
rights, etc. Watch Tranaiton for news on a proposed LegaJ 
Aid Service for all stduents •· word will be out soon. 
Question: I need a chick's phone number and addre. 
Student Directory isn't out yet. Where can I call? 
Answer: Call Student Personnel Service. 491-6387. 
but the 
Question: One more year in Fort Collins and I'm going to freak 
out, I mean my mind is turning to spaghetti. What can I do? 
Chuyen. Now blackballed, he 
found that no one would hire him. 
Chuyen thus had no choice but to 
return to his old job in Tay Ninh. 
After his return, the situation 
did not improve. The Green Ber-
ets still wanted their interpreter 
to ~ouble as a pimp, and Chuyen 
still refused. 
Cbu·yen was also disturbed. be-
cause his work brought him only 
about $130 a month, while his 
, corrupt co-workers made up to 
$fi00 a month by blact-marketeer-
ing. Chuyen complained to the 
Americans about the corruption 
but was told it was "not impor-
band is dead. 
"I am 99 percent sure," says 
Kim Lien, "but I can't stop hop-
ing. Maybe it's all a misunder-
standing." 
Whatever the truth, she may 
never know. Kim 'Lien sits alone, 
he said. ' 
THE BURMESE HARP 
• 
wondering how she will raise two a powerful, haunting 
small children. She has gone to the film about war guilt ..... 
U.S. Embassy and to the Special the inroads of conscience 
Froces headquarters, but "no one which drive a private 
wants to see me''' she says. "All soldier, one of the Japanese 
they want to do is keep things fi 
'Knew too ~acll' quiet.•• orces in bunna, to remain 
Early in the spring, Cbuyen con- 1:he authorities are already there so he may bury the 
tant.'' 
fided to his wife that the Green trymg to muzzle Kim Lien. Last deadin expiation for the 
Berets were suspicious of him be- week an unknown man, claiming sins of war ..... . 
cause he knew too much about to be a friend of her husband's E~ 
their secret activities. He wanted visited Kim Lien and suggested FRIDAY, 8pm, 
Answer: ASCSU offers charter flights to Europe each summer for ~~tge~utGbut kneBew that t hhae dcohiu_ld- toli her 
8
that C:huyen might still be . 75 
about half the commercial rates. Watch Transition for more informati · 1 ne reen re s m a ve. e said that if she makes · center theatre 
later. Alternatively, see John Peer at the Free U, who may be able trapped. waves she could endanger her Fl LM Cl.ASS 
to halt the spaghettization in your noodle. A few months later, on June 12, husband's life. I CS 
CCA AND ·coLO COMM ISSI ON 
ON HIGHER EDUCATION 
Plans are now being made to 
get student membership on the 
State Commission on Higher 
Education according to Bruce 
Russell, ASCSU tf-e·a'.surer and 
President of the Colorado Col-
legiate Association. Russell ex-
plained that "the CCA is pre-
ently engaging in activity c~-
cerned with getting greater stu-
dent representation on those 
agencies and boards which are 
involved in higher education." 
At the request of the Commis-
sion on Higher Education (a 
state legislature reviewing board 
of budgets and educational 
policies) the CCA is completing, 
a survey on what student repre-
sentation is sufficient. Another 
survey, concerning college go-
verning boards in Colorado is 
also being completed by CCA. 
Russell commented that 
that "the main objective of the 
CCA is to coordinate statewide 
fields of student involvement." 
The Colorado Collegiate Asso- • 
ciation, with headquarters here 
at CSU, has been in existence 
for seven years and is represen-
tative of 28 schools throughout 
the state. Russell asked that 
anyone who is mterestea m or 
-knows about state lobbying 
come to see him at the ASCSU 
offic~ in the Student Cent~r. 
a ,£11~;•• :::~·11ro1:: 
PICK UP YOUR COPY 'i:.f.lj[\gl~~-~,1 OF THE SUPREMES' ! 
'-"' s LATEST MOTOWN RE- :~ ~-
LE AS E, A N D B R OW S E "~1 ' 
THROUGH THE AREA'S 
•~· LARGEST SELECTION 
:.~:. OF STEREO ALBUMS, 
~. STEREO TAPES AND 45· 
RPM SINGLES. 
:·'.o:_19~1;111~11 WHERE YOU LISTEN :· BEFORE YOU BUY,· 
l~Nltl~Z\'t 911 
The areas most complete stereo music center < • A DIVISION OF RECCO, INC, i 
lJ IV ERS!TY PLAZA SHOPPING CE TER 
cont'd from page l 
NIXON 
for Nixon to ignore the protest 
if it comes, as is beginning to 
seem likely, from as wide a 
range of constituencies as stu-
dents, university administrators, 
labor unions, some businessmen, 
and even some Republican mem-
bers of Congress. 
Senator Charles Goodell, a 
Republican (NY), and Rep. Al-
lard Lowenstein (D- Y) both 
have demanded that Congress 
set a time limit by which all U.S. 
troops must be withdrawn. 
Other members of Congress are 
endorsing the proposals, includ-
ing a caucus of Democrats who 
will support the Moratorium 
and hope to make Congress un-
able to meet Oct. 15 due to a 
lack of a quorum. 
Nixon, in his news conference, 
said he thought the proposals. 
were too pessimistic. He said 
the well-intentioned proponents 
would force the U. S. to con-
tinue its presence in Vietnam 
until the time limit (mid or late 
1970.) The proposals, however, 
actually set the time limit date 
as the maximum length of time 
the war can continue; they left 
ample room for speedier with-
drawal. 
Of course, Nixon added, the 
proposals also would stifle the 
U. S. in the Paris Peace Talks 
which still '"have not made sig-
nificant progress." 
The President's hopes that his 
token withdrawals and draft call 
reductions would satisfy the 
growing numbers who believe 
the war should have been stop-
ped long ago (not to mention 
the draft) already have been 
dashed. 111e plans for anti-
war action continue to prosper, 
and the sincerity of the Presi-
dent's draft reductions continue 
to be challenged. 
In answer to a reporter's 
question concerning intentional 
inflation of summer draft calls 
to allow for the timely reduc-
tion in the draft this fall just in 
time to appease student unrest, 
Nixon responded, "I don't con-
sider that charge one of merit." 
The figures indicate otherwise 
and the ational Council t~ 
Repeal the Draft has leveled the 
charge: Not only did summer 
draft calls this past summer run 
from 5,000 to 17,000 higher a 
month than in 1968, but draft 
calls toward the end of this sum-
I 
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Indians urge 
men; the call for September, 
1969 was 29,000 men. Hickel ouster 
And the call for October, 1968 MASSENA, N.Y. Some 
was 13,800 men compared with Mohawk Indians on the St. Regis 
a call of 29,000 for this October. Reservation in New York are 
This October's call will now be circulating petitions and disp lay-
spread over a three-month e . ing pink bumper stickers in a 
. P r move started out West to have In-
iod, for a monthly average call terior Secretary Walter Hickel 
of about 10,000. That monthly removed from office. 
average is pnly slightly lower The Mohawks joined western 
than the m~nthly call for Sep- lnctians in a movement that be-
tember I968J gan when Hickel announced plans 
, to drain Pyramid Lake in Nevada. In fact, draft calls have in- The lake, about 20 miles from the 
mer ran several thousand men creased 70 per cent to this date California border and 25 miles 
higher than at the beginning of since ' ixon announced his first north of Reno, lies within the 
the summer. And these calls troop cutback in June. Pyramid Lake Indian Reserva-
came at a time ·when evidence tion. 
was mounting that N th v· ;g~ ~-a· 1..:!,. ~' b~ u .. •. California Indians opposing the 
. or. 1~\.11 ti ' 'ilf f f 'fJ r · . >n ,roposal say it will lead to the 
nam was cuttmg down its m1h- I~-•~! 1 ·!I d :~ 1:,.1 ·eplacen:ent of, India n, life a nd 
tary offensive. I.Alllf/· an •uer:ulture in favor of · U.S.-style 
The draft call for July, 1968 .,3 • , · r. 9 . , , .,, • 1 : ,1amburger . stands, gambling 
was 15,000 men; the call for _ the.1tr~ts .or otV_c®ntty are .palaces and pollutio~-belching 
July, 1969 was 22,300 men. ~he in turmoil. The Universities are i~~ustry,'' according to the pe-
call for August 1968 was 18 300 filled with smdents rebelling and tttions. . .. ' , . . . The committee for Trad1 t1onal 
men; the call for August, 1969 notmg . Communists are seek mg Indian Land and Life in Los Ang-
was 29,500 men. The call for to destroy our country• Russia ls eles began the protest. 
September, 1968 was 12,200 threatening us with her mlght, The bumper stickers read: "End 
and the Republlc is in danger. the War on Indians - Impeach 
t es, danger from-. withln and Hickel." 
without. We need law and order.,-----c---~-!!S-,r--y--. 
Yes, without law and order, our , '-I 
nation cannot survive . Elect us 
and we shall . rfstore ,.}aw and 





(; 0 lf lf ISSI ON 
designed to assis t ascsu Jegislature 
budgeting processes to arrive 
at equitable financial appropriation 
for ascsu and tudcnt groups 
al] positions vacant 
I 
' 
a legislative body com po ed of 
rcpre. r.tative from the student 
body and ascsu legislature 
applications available in the ascsu complex 
111111111111111111 
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ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING .... THURSDAY, OCTOBER 16, 8:00pm .... FREE U. BUILD! G 
A LL INTE'RESTED STUDENTS WELCOME. .. ESPECIALL Y PRE LAW STUDENTS 
11111111111111111111 111111111111 11111111111 111 11 1111 
otie·e 
There will be an organization-
al meeting for the .. Student Am-
erican Civil Lib~rties Union,, on 
Thursday October 16 at 8p.m. in 
the Old Hort House (Free Uni-
versity Building). 
"The primary emphasis of the 
meeting wiJJ be to discuss and 
provide an opportunity for pre-
Jaw and law interested students 
to look into current trends in 
law," tated Kent Young (AS-
CSU director of Student Rights) 
"Although the possibility of 
forming a student branch of th( 
American Civil Libertic Union 
wiJJ be discussed," said Young, 
"the primary direction of the 
club will be left en tirely up to 
the members." 
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by Tom Cobb (President 
of IFC. 
R; ErBJ\Z~ Kkll#UX8PA §c,c,tHO'lr~~Z 
The GREEK VOICE will appear weekly in TRANSITION. The 
contents of this column will come from IFC and Pan-Hellenic. 
Anyone desiring the publication of material tbru this column 
should contact Tom Cobb (Pres. of IFC) or Denise Burson 
(Pres. of Pan-Hellenic). 
During the past several decades the fraternity system 
on the Colorado State University campus and campuses 
nation-wide have been under constant criticism as to its 
relevance in the university atmosphere. Some of the cri-
ticism is justified and some of it is not. Thus, the Inter-
Fraternity Council (IFC) at Colorado State University 
and the Greek system has undertaken as major goals to 
make the fraternity system moree relevant to the func-
tions of the university and the needs of the students. 
With these objectives in mind, we are undertaking a 
regular column in this newspaper in hopes of establish-
ing a means of communication, not only within the 
Greek environment, but between the Greek system and 
other portions of the campus environment. The con-
tents of the column will be quite flexible ranging from 
· strictly news within the Greek system to editorials by 
various writers, on items of campus interest. I extremely 
hope that this column will serve as an outlet to discuss 
many of the myths about the Greek system and truly be 
an educational experience among non-Greeks and 
Greeks. 
ASCSU 
OTES ON SALE FOR $2.00 PER SET 
A' 100 Hy ISO 
A 100 M 160 
B 223 M 161 
B 229 M 340 
Be 301 PH 143 
By 111 PL 110 
C 100 PO 131 
C 102 PS 100 
C 115 Py 100 
C 140 Py 280 
Ee 100 Py 420 
102 s 100 
Ed 270 St 201 




I PROFS!!! i 
RESCHEDULED! STUDENTS!! ! 
· 0 C T OB E R i 1969 course and professor evaluation 
STAMPEDE 
18 & 19 
Due·to the heavy snowstorm 
which hit Fort Collins this week-
end the CSU Fall Stampede has 
been rescheduled for this Satur-
day and" Sunday, October 18th 
and 19th. 
According to Tom Wise, a 
tpokesman· for the Rodeo Club 
the Saturday performance will 
begin at 3:30 so persons wish-
ing to attend both the CSU 
football game and the rodeo· 
may do so. 
Because of the 
Moratorium 




)} booklets are now available to l} 
l} individual faculty members for l} 
l} merely $.50 per copy. l} I -tr. FREE TO ALL STUDENTS i 
"'(' {t pick up your copy in ascsu ...... today 
IN T_HE Lf BRAR Y BASEMENT 
vietnam drugs racism student power 
CURRENT AWARENESS COLLECTION 
XEROX COPYING 
RATES PER PAGE 
number of copies 
I - 5 
( 
6- 10 









As·csu TEST. FILE 
DRAFT INFORMATION 
JOB SOURCE CENTER 
TR ~EL 1 .... -..ORMATION 
PROFE SOR aLUa ION 
ew Notes This Quarter 
Ag 250 Ag 330 
Hy 150 Ed 429 
Py 100 Ee 100 
Any student who ha entin 
money for NOT AK can be 
refunded in full at the 
Services Window from 9-4 daily. 
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North Ireland 
invites visits for 
'shooting holiday' -·••tr•• .. -. ... - . RELF AST-More than one 
eyebrow was lifted here 
when it became known that 
the North Ireland Tourist Of-
f ice bad just issued a circu-
lar inviting visitors. "Come 
to North Ireland for a Shoot-
ing Holiday.'' the circular 
read. ll.1I 
Efforts by the tourist bu-
reau to explain that they 
meant shooting grouse met · 
with considerable derision 
and bitterness. 
. . -~i~!o~;~~~I 
ty members will present talks .on 
the War in Vietnam and prec1de • 
over a question and answer peri-
od over at Durrell Center in the 
Red Carpet Room. 
The session which is sponsored I 
by the CSU Moratorium Com-
mittee will be led by Terry Lans-
downe (assistant professor of 
Political Science), Meyer ath-
an (assistant professor of His-
tory), Ron Williams (assistant 
professor of Philosophy), and 
T. R. Young (associate professor 
of Sociology). 
According to Bob Beck, newly 
o.c:t.15 
uommittee to restruuture 
w 
I I ~I 
I elected representative from West-fall Hall, "the purpose of this 
informal rap session is to better 
inform students at CSU on the • 
APPLICATIO S AVAILABLE IN ASCSU COMPLEX 
Vietnam War." 
Beck urged all interested tu-
dents or other person to attend 
the sessions . 
• • • • • • • • • #. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
COFFEE SHOP 
8am - 3pm weekdays ...... all night on weekends ....... coffee 5cents 
ARTS &CRAFfS SHOP 
for the use of any student who wants to sell his handmade articles 
THE FREE UNIVERSITY BUILDING CAN BE USED BY A Y ORGA IZATIO TO 
HOLD MEETINGS OR DISCUSSIONS 
INFORMATIO ----491-5676 
• • • • • • • • • • • = • • • • • -• • • • • • • • 111 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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A DECLARATION OF RIGHTS AND 
FREEDOMS OF STUDENTS 
OF 
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY 
PREAMBLE 
the right to a choice of open or close hear-
ings; 
4) the right to counsel; 
5) the right to judgement by peers; 
6) the right to call and present witnesses; 
7) the right to appeal. 
c. The University shall not institute disciplinary 
proceedings against a student for any action 
whose case, for the same action, is under the 
jurisdiction of any judicial or appellate court. 
d. Financial aid based upon academic performance or 
upon financial need shall not be removed by dis-
ciplinary action for causes other than those 
upon which it was granted. 
e. A student's procedural rights, as guaranteed in 
the Constitution, in times of arrest, question-
ing, incarceration, detainment, search, and/or 
seizure of evidence shall never be violated. 
In a democratic society it is essential that the univer-
sity be recognized as a community which allows its members 
to preserve human ideals, seek truth, transmit knowledge, 
and enrich society, for thesa collectively constitute the 
corner stone of higher education. As members of the uni-
versity and academic community and of the greater society, 
students have responsibilities and obligations to the uni-
versity and to society. In order to effectively discharge 
these responsibilities and obligations, students must enjoy 
those rights, freedoms, and powers which are theirs not by 
donation but by right. It is with this understanding that 
the students of Colorado State University assert the fol-
lowing rights and freedoms. 
3. The Right to Equality 
SECTION I Students shall have the right to freedom from dis-
crimination because of race, national origin, sex, 
political beliefs, or religious beliefs. As members of the university connnunity students shall 
have the right to participate in the formation of policies 
within that connnunity: 
4. The Right to Pursuit of Academic Knowledge 
. 
1. The Right to Establish and Maintain Student Self-
Government 
As members of a democratic society students shall 
have the right to establish and to maintain their own 
democratic government, which in turn, as representative 
.of the student body, shall have certain explicit rights 
to insure and articulate student participation in uni-
versity policy decisions: 
In the spirit of seeking an individualized education, 
students shall have the right to be notified prior to 
registration regarding courses offered, general course 
requirements, costs, books, and instructors, and are 
entitled to quality counseling and advice in selecting 
a course of education. A student shall be entitled to 
change a course without penalty upon the changing of 
the instructor of a course or upon substantial change 
in the basic requirements of the course in question. 
A student shall also have the right to clear explana-
tion of the method of evaluation used in each of his 
courses. 
a. the right to administer, legislate, and adjudi-
cate in a~l areas within its constitution juris-
diction; 
b. the right to establish and to regulate all non-
academic fees and fee levels and to determine 
the basis for allocation of those fees; 
5. The Right to Privacy and to Confidentiality of Records 
c. the right to freedom from arbitrary intervention 
into its jurisdiction by any outside authority; 
d. the right to concern itself with any problem or 
issue; 
In order to insure this right, the university shall 
maintain separate academic and disciplinary records and 
shall not disclose either to anyone without the stu-
dent's specific permission. No reports concerning stu-
dent political activities shall be kept. A student's 
personal property or place of residence shall be free 
from search except upon legal cause according to fed-
eral, state, and local laws and statutes. e. the right to recognize, sponsor, and/or encour-
age activities organization, or demonstrations; 
f. the right, in the name of the student body, to 
participate in the formation and application of 
regulations and policies concerning students. 
6. The Right to Freedom of Association 
2. The Right to Voting Representation 
Students shall have the right to voting representa-
tion at a level at least equal to the combined faculty 
and administrative voting representation in all univer-
sity policy-making organs concerned directly or indi-
rectly with the social, academic, or physical environ-
ment of students. 
3. The Right to Self-Government in University Housing 
In university housing students shall have the right 
to establish and/or adopt their own housing social pol-
icies and conduct codes, and to establish independent 
democratic governments in order to formulate and to ad-
minister these policies. 
SECTION II 
As members of the university community and of the larger 
society students have certain innate, inherent, and natural 7• 
rights and freedoms: 
1. The Right to Freedom of Expression 
It is essential to an academic connnunity that the 
freedom of expression be preserved. Therefore students 
shall have the right to freedom of speech, the right to 
freedom of assembly, the right to freedom of student 
publications and communications media, freedom of aca-
demic inquiry, and the freedom of advocacy. Students 
shall have the right to dissent and to exchange ideas 
and knowledge freely without limitations and without 
penalty. 
8. 
2. The Right to Due Process of Law 
In order to guarantee fair and appropriate legal pro-
cedures within the university it is essential that stu-
dents have the r~ght to procedural due process of law. 
a. A code of conduct for students shall be defini- 9. 
tive in its deliniation of those acts for which 
a student may be charged. 
b. In the course of disciplinary action on the part 
of the university students then shall have cer-
tain explicit rights: 
1) the right to a clear statement of charges; 
2) the right to adequate time to prepare a de-
Students shall have the right to form organizations 
and/or clubs which in turn shall have the following ex-
plicit rights: 
a. the right to draw up a constitution; 
b. the right to elect officers; 
c. the right to freedom~rom control by faculty or 
administration; 
d. the right to choose programs, speakers, and 
activities; 
e. the right to use the nam~ of the university, 
provided the organization is recognized by the 
student government; 
f. the right to seek recognition from the student 
government; 
g. any organization, and only that organization, 
has the right to accept or reject potential mem-
bers; 
h. the right to conduct closed meet~ngs. 
The Right to Hold the University to all Contractual 
Agreements 
In order to be assured of this right, students shall 
have the right to a clear explanation of all university 
and housing regulations and contracts, the right to the 
full use of all facilities paid for, and the right to 
cancel a contract due to violation of terms. Univer-
sity contracts shall not abrogate student rights any-
where stated in this document. 
The Right to Freedom of Petition 
It is essential to the preservation of all other 
rights of students that they, either upon individual or 
group initiat've, have channels through which they can 
register complaints concerning any policy or procedure 
within any part of the university. Therefore, students 
shall have the r"ght to petition for redress of any 
grievance.· 
The Right to the Preservation of Integrity 
Each student, as a member of the human race, has the 
right to the protection and preservation of his inte-
grity. Essential to this right is the ab ence of ar-
bitrary intervention 'nto the personal and soc'al lives , 
of students on the part of any other member of the uni-
versity cormnunity, including faculty, adm'nistration, 
staff, and fellow students. 
fense; 10. As members of the larger society, students shall be ac-
3) the right to an explanation of advantages and corded al the rights, freedoms, privileges, and immu-
disadvantage~ of open or closed hearings and nities of that society. 
